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HIGHLIGHTS
Speedy access to Level II quotes

Triton® Black
A smooth, deep dive into active trading

In-depth charting
Global, broker-neutral
connectivity
Access to POSIT® liquidity
Highly customizable layouts
Flexible hot buttons

REGIONS AVAILABLE
Asia Pacific
Canada
Europe
Latin America
United States

MARKETS AVAILABLE

You can’t manage a portfolio of single
stocks using insufficient data on a slow
platform. You need fast, easy access to
market data at a granular level to make
split-second decisions based on fact,
not guesswork. You also need a platform
that gives you broker-neutral access to
traders everywhere, whether you’re
trading equities or options.
Triton® Black, ITG’s next-generation
multi-asset platform, features the latest
technology for an interface that’s
full-featured, fast, and easy to use.
Whether you’re transitioning from
Radical® or another platform, you’ll
experience a smoother workflow and an
intuitive, customizable trading interface
that gives you access to ITG’s most
powerful tools and algorithms.
INDISPENSIBLE TO YOUR TRADING

Foreign Exchange

Deeper data access. Research each
stock from a birds-eye or granular
perspective. All the data you need is
right at your fingertips.

CONTACT

Customization. Configure your workflow
to match the way you think and work
most efficiently.

Derivatives
Equities

Asia Pacific +852.2846.3500
Canada +1.416.874.0900
EMEA +44.207.670.4000
United States +1.212.588.4000
info@itg.com
www.itg.com

Unlimited connectivity. Trade freely
with ITG and third-party destinations
worldwide, regardless of their platform.
Speed. Get instantaneous snapshots of
market volume, volatility, and pricing and
adjust your strategy as you trade.
Multi-asset trading. Trade equities,
Swaps/CFDs, futures, options, pairs and
spot-fx across exchanges from all major
ECNs and MTFs.

ACTIVELY TRADE SINGLE STOCKS
View available global liquidity across
exchanges, and access the full depth of
books from ECNs and MTFs. Set “hot”
buttons and use dynamic charts to
monitor real-time trade progress.
MAKE YOUR WORKFLOW WORK FOR YOU
The streamlined, modular, and
completely customizable interface
makes it easy for you to research,
evaluate, and execute trades. Simply
move the components around to fit the
way you work, change the size, color, and
relative position of objects, hot buttons,
and even the order bar. Monitor
performance across multiple
benchmarks, see or take over other
traders’ orders, and more.
And, because Triton® Black is broker
neutral, you have complete freedom to
use ITG’s tools—including capabilities
that can help you access quality liquidity
and trade efficiently.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ITG LIQUIDITY
Take advantage of POSIT Alert® for
indications-based crossing, ITG
Algorithms® and the aggregated dark
liquidity of POSIT Marketplace®.
Using ITG Algorithms, get transparent
execution and liquidity filtering to
protect you against adverse selection
as you trade.
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INDUSTRY RECOGNITION AND
LEADERSHIP POSITION
Since 2003, Triton has set the
industry standard in execution
management:
2014 Best Equities Trading
Platform—Broker
Wall Street Letter
2013/2011 Best Execution
Management System—Asian
Investor Service Provider Awards
2012 Best Global Deployment—
American Finnacial Technology
Awards
2011 #1 EMS Among Long-only
Asset Managers—TABB Group
2011 Best EMS—Forefactor Inc.,
Canada
2011/2010 Buyside Trading
System of the Year—The Asian
Banker Markets & Exchanges
Awards
2010/2009 #1 Important
Execution Management System
for Electronic Trades—
Greenwich Associates

Triton® Black’s intuitive customization options let you personalize your workspace for maximum speed and efficiency.

TRADE MULTIPLE ASSET CLASSES

ABOUT ITG

Simultaneously trade equities and equity
options, with order entry and monitoring
screens tailored to the nuances of each
instrument. Hedge your bets or execute
advanced trading strategies.

ITG is an independent execution and
research broker that partners with global
portfolio managers and traders to
provide unique data-driven insights
throughout the investment process.
From investment decision through
settlement, ITG helps clients understand
market trends, improve performance,
mitigate risk, and navigate increasingly
complex markets. ITG is headquartered
in New York with offices in North
America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.

MONITOR INTERNAL ACTIVITY
View all trading activity across multiple
users from any desktop. Group entries
and orders by various identifiers, assign
orders and portfolios, share real-time
trade reports, and take over orders from
other traders.
DEVELOP INFORMED STRATEGIES
Take the guesswork out of strategy
selection with input from ITG TCA®.
Our experienced trading strategy
specialists will help you interpret trading
results, so you can proactively adjust
your strategies to improve performance.

RELATED SOLUTIONS
*Not all features or asset classes available in all regions. Please consult your account executive for further details.

ITG Algorithms®
POSIT Marketplace®
POSIT Alert®
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